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Known Issues as of QuarkXPress 10.5.2 
Following is a list of known issues in QuarkXPress® 10.5.2 

 Quark Auto Update 1.1.0.1 does not recognize QuarkXPress 10.5 updater on Mac OS. 
(194022) 

 If you Export as PDF with CCITT compression a project containing 1 Bit images, the image is 
being imported inverted. (182879) 

 All vector and raster EPS files mode are reading as CMYK. (182861) 

 If you import a PDF containing text and apply picture opacity, anti-aliasing is not working on the 
text. (181506) 

 Blends in PDF’s are not importing and outputting correctly in flattened output. (183546) 

 Drop shadows applied to picture boxes are not rendered properly when resizing the item. 
(183246) 

 EPS images display color depth as CMYK and renders in CMYK when the EPS contains 
RGB/Grayscale/Index data. (178653) 

 If you apply opacity to an image containing a clipping path, with the item tool selected, the image 
is rendered without the applied clipping. (181131) 

 If you attempt to import a single page of a multi-page PDF, incorrect dimension is showing in the 
import dialog and less than 10% will be imported. (171071) 

 When you attempt to Output as PDF in flattening a raster PDF containing a transparent 
background, the transparent background in output as white in the resulting PDF. (183066) 

 If you resize a rotated item so that the items dimensions are identical to another item in the 
project, the measurement units also get rotated. (167206) 

 You will be unable to apply picture foreground color to PNG QR Codes generated by 
QuarkXPress. (168257) 

 You are unable to create PDF error displays when exporting a layout containing an imported PDF 
file that has pattern filled items with raster data. (183797) 

 If you import a PDF into a project and apply opacity to it, and then attempt to Export as PDF, an 
error displays and no PDF is created. (180791) 

 Drop shadow applied to grouped objects with group opacity applied is not rendering on screen 
and the shadow is not outputting in both Flattened and Native PDF. (182685) 

  (Mac OS X only) If you place a text box on top of a high resolution image that has been zoomed 
in and rotated, typing text in that box is very slow. (172307) 

 Imported images containing details in shadow areas are flattened and are rendering darker at the 
shadow areas of an image. (166485) 

 If you import a referenced EPS whose referenced font is not in the system you will not receive an 
alert about the missing font and it is output as referenced. (167399) 
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 If you create a PNG QR code and enlarge it or Zoom in, the pixels on the edge are anti-aliased 
and look odd. (168252) 

 The status of a Book in the Book palette becomes “Printing” when you invoke the Output dialog. 
The status remains as “Printing” even if you cancel the output, instead of becoming “Available” as 
it should. (170441) 

 Scrolling is slow when the tab ruler is visible on a text box. (170676) 

  (Windows only): QuarkXPress will not launch if some of the fonts in the fonts folder have blank 
Post Script names. (171819) 

 Fonts are being downloaded even if the settings are set to reference once we have output the 
project in reference. (172005) 

 QuarkXPress created PDF’s that contain blends are rendering incorrectly. (172011) 

 Encoding and actual font names are not showing correctly and there are output issues when you 
import a PDF containing referenced CID fonts. (172016) 

 If you import a multichannel image with an ALPHA channel, in the Colors palette a black is 
added with the name “ALPHA 1”. (172018) 

 The color depth is shown incorrectly for imported Gray, 1-Bit, Index and Lab images.  (172020) 

 If create a Book and add chapters that have List and Index, and add this Book to a layout and 
build List and Index for the entire Book, when you output all chapters to Stitch PDF, selecting 
Book List in the PDF options, the Index and TOC hyperlinks are not working in the output. 
(171499) 

 If you create a Book file and add some chapters on either Mac OS X or Windows, and then open 
that Book file in the other platform, the chapters added in the cross platform display as 'Missing'. 
(169826) 

 Relocation, dragging, moving and resizing of complex Bezier shapes containing QR code is slow 
compared to pictures boxes. (150901) 

 If you upload an App Studio layout containing offline images, the images are not visible in 
WebView.  (164963)  

 If you create a Word document containing a floating image and import this document to 
QuarkXPress, the floating image will be missing in QuarkXPress.  (143873) 

 The pause sound files action is not working. (152243) 

 If you create an article containing a picture box with the Automatic Pan & Zoom effect applied to 
it and upload it to the App Studio publishing portal, the Automatic Pan & Zoom will not work on 
iPad 1. (It is working on iPad 3 (Retina)). (154251) 

 If you create 2 slideshows, one inside the other, and upload to the App Studio portal, attempting 
to change the slides on the inner slideshow will actually changes the slides of the outer 
slideshow. (154388) 

 If you apply Picture Zoom interactivity to a picture box and enable the Allow Panning setting, 
when you upload to the App Studio publishing portal and preview on an iPad, the panning does 
not work. (154904) 
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 (Mac OS X only): If you apply vertical and horizontal scroll zone interactivity to boxes containing 
text and upload to the App Studio portal, when you view the output on an iPad, the text is 
incomplete, it will be truncated at the bottom of the scroll zone. The text appears correctly when 
viewed in a browser. (155176) 

 Images that have been set to output in Low Resolution mode are outputting in High Resolution 
and the file sizes remain the same. (98617) 

 If you close a project while in the middle of a spell check session, the spell check session does 
not get terminated. If you then click on Replace/Replace All, QuarkXPress crashes. (154892) 

 (Mac OS X only): The table grid controls in the Measurement palette are unavailable for grouped 
tables. (150074) 

 If you export a project containing an image to PDF using any output setup other than RGB, the 
color depth shown is the color depth of the image placed in the PDF instead of the color depth 
selected in the PDF settings. (153617) 

 In the Advanced Image Control palette, the channels names are not localized for any language. 
(153330) 

 If you apply Non-White Areas clipping to an image containing some white areas, and output to 
Print/PDF/EPS, the clipping is not being correctly applied. (142667) 

 If you import a WMF histogram chart, it will only be partially imported. (150940) 

 Text in an imported Excel chart is not being rendered by QuarkXPress. (150936) 

 (Windows only): All imported Excel charts are imported as dull gray shadow in QuarkXPress.  
(134579) 

 When you drag and drop an Excel file containing multiple charts, only the first chart will be 
imported. (142594) 

 If you import an image containing an embedded default work path, the embedded work path will 
not be listed in the Clipping tab of the Measurement palette or in the Modify dialog. (122617) 

 If you rotate an image in a box, the preview will not be generated properly in the Clipping and 
Runaround tabs of the Modify dialog. (127308) 

 (Mac OS X only): If you import an image containing an alpha channel and embedded path and 
apply drop shadow and picture rotation/skew, QuarkXPress will crash when you attempt to 
change the clipping type. (127574) 

 Color blends in EPS/PDF/AI/DCS format raster and vector images are not being color managed 
when being output when a swapped CMY color profile is used in the source or output color setup. 
(103895) 

 If you import an image having an embedded, swapped CMY profile and export to PDF/EPS/PS 
selecting Grayscale as your color setup, any magenta color in the image does not output in 
Grayscale mode. (116553) 

 (Mac OS X only): The Advanced Image Control palette will not display a thumbnail preview for a 
vector image. (150747) 

 (Mac OS X only): The first channel name is showing as Unknown and the rest as blank in the 
Advanced Image Control palette for vector PDF files. (150772) 
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 The embedded path is editable for imported EPS image with clipping paths in the Advanced 
Image Control palette. (152740) 

 You are unable to perform a CFO for a Project without updating the missing external CZ. 
(150024) 

  

 If you open a cross platform legacy QuarkXPress project containing an image whose state is 
Modified, you will receive a Modified Image alert. Even if you select No to Auto Picture Import, 
the image will still be updated and the status will change to OK. (152893) 

Resolved Issues as of QuarkXPress 10.5.2 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.5.2. Note that the following is not an exhaustive 
list of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: (Windows only):  Sometimes the icons are not visible in the Tools palette. (106453) 

 RESOLVED: The guide indicator (dotted line) is NOT being drawn up to the ruler when dragged 
to a page. Makes it difficult to position. (160613) 

 RESOLVED: The user is unable to select the Distribute Rows/Columns Evenly option from the  
Measurement palette when Maintain Geometry is applied to a table, and the last row/column is 
selected. (171318) 

 RESOLVED: An incorrect fraction is created if no space is available before or after fraction 
numbers. (177389) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Screen Fonts are not collecting in the CFO Fonts folder for Type 1 
fonts. (185434) 

 RESOLVED: The path for Images remains unchanged for a CFOed project, for pictures added to 
shared content. (186482) 

 RESOLVED: Baseline shift is not applied to an anchored item if it is preceded by a space or any 
character with breaking property. (186808) 

 RESOLVED: Any formatting on a destination paragraph is lost when you copy/paste text if the 
entire paragraph is being overwritten. (186849) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when importing a MS Word .doc /.docx file, if any hyperlinked 
text is present in document Footnotes. (187436) 

 RESOLVED: Find/ Change is not working correctly after you invoke  the Usage dialog once. 
(187609) 

 RESOLVED: The iPhone 6 device ratio and the Kindle Fire device ratio displayed in the New 
Project dialog is not correct. (196792) 

 RESOLVED: The following Error is thrown when you attempt to import an image with an invalid 
file format.  "Filename contains unsupported characters. Modify the system language or 
characters in the filename and try again”. (197707) 

 RESOLVED: The validation control behavior for the paragraph attributes tab in the Measurement 
palette needs to be modified. (199871) 
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 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to delete an underline style after undoing 
its application. (201128) 

 RESOLVED: The Guides cannot be placed (drawn) with any accuracy at a precise  
location/position using the drag and drop from ruler. (202650) 

 RESOLVED: The user is unable to select multiple rows/columns in a Table using the Arrow 
mouse pointer. (203197) 

 RESOLVED: The Baseline Shift value is not being updated when applying an item style to 
anchored boxes. (203494) 

 RESOLVED: The OS Bar Check mark selection for an Android tablet is not being remembered 
the next time you open the New Project dialog. (203538) 

 RESOLVED: If a library is open when QuarkXPress crashes, it is corrupted and cannot be 
opened after QuarkXPress is relaunched. (203717) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): QuarkXPress crashes when you invoke the Manage Custom 
Page Sizes options in the Print dialog. (204029) 

 RESOLVED: In iPhone 5, iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus layouts, the OS Space bar space should 
be 20 pixels, but is being calculated as 62 pixels. (205130)  

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you add a layer to a layout after inserting a page and 
applying section start. (176795) 

 RESOLVED: There are performance issue when scrolling a project containing 1 bit images. 
(206965) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): QuarkXPress crashes when you drag a master page onto the 
layout page or insert a new Master Page on Mac OS X 10.10.3. (207063) 

 RESOLVED: Accented characters of an embedded type 1 font in a PDF are rendering incorrectly 
on the layout. (199043) 

 RESOLVED: Glyphs of text in a PDF file containing an embedded Adobe Garamond plain type 1 
font (with flex feature) is rendering distorted on the layout. (199488) 

Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.5 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.5. Note that the following is not an exhaustive list 
of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED:.  There is a significant initial lag when you try panning an image, only gets better 
after picture preview is cached. (182555) 

 RESOLVED: There is a severe performance lag when you attempt to resize a box at a higher 
zoom level if there is an image placed behind the box. (182815) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): QuarkXPress crashes when outputting a PDF or EPS on certain 
customer projects. (187671) 

 RESOLVED: (Windows only):  PDF’s containing background image with soft mask applied are 
not importing properly. (190144) 
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 RESOLVED: (Windows only):  PDF’s containing blends created from  Adobe applications are not
rendering properly  in the layout. (190976)

 RESOLVED: If you open a project containing images that are in modified or missing status, the
“optimize complex graphics” stops working. (179717)

 RESOLVED If you open a legacy project containing images, the images are not rendering
completely/ correctly and are scaled up. (188367)

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to use the Markzware
ID2Q XTension to convert InDesign documents. (186702)

 RESOLVED: If you choose the "Include Existing Vector EPS/PDF in Layout" preference under
the Color Manager tab of the Preferences dialog, this preference is not being retained when you
click OK.  (165853)

 RESOLVED: If you create an output color setup using a swapped color profile and import a
vector PDF file containing blends and solid color items, the vector items are not rendering
properly as defined by the color profile. (165345)

 RESOLVED: If you have a project that contains imported raster EPS images, and you attempt to
output a PDF in flattening output, there is a flattening issue and color differences between the
image and drop shadow flattened image . (177836)

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS 10.7, Windows 8 and Windows 7 only):  If you attempt to edit a newly
created Paragraph Style Sheet, QuarkXPress crashes. (184146)

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to invoke the Colors dialog box and edit
the colors in certain projects. (189188)

 RESOLVED: If you have a project containing items in knockout transparency group with different
blending modes, and you export the layout to PDF using the native transparency option, the
resulting PDF contains blank/partial/incorrect output of the items.  (177749)

 RESOLVED: Drop shadows applied to transparent 1 Bit and grayscale images are not outputting
correctly. (183903)

 RESOLVED: (Windows only)  If you have a project containing  a1 Bit image with a NONE picture
background applied, the image is not outputting when you output to a Non-PS printer. (175535)

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to import EPS files whose dimensions are
larger than 77.25 inches. (184743)

 RESOLVED: If you save a project with a new output setup with custom profiles and then delete
the output setup, QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to open the saved project. (184319)

 RESOLVED: If you have a Photoshop PDF containing spot colors, the spot colors are being
output as solid black in flattened output.  (184135)

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF created in CS6 into a print project, the PDF is imported with the
text but the referenced images and its information are not imported. (181961)

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing transparent objects, the transparent areas are
rendering as corrupted on the screen. (185091)
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 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to perform layout operations after applying 
opacity to imported transparent PDF files. (180466) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing images into a project, QuarkXPress crashes when 
you attempt to resize the images. (185542) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  Some application shortcuts are not working in the French version 
of QuarkXPress. (155102) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  If the user clicks on the black area in the Welcome Screen dialog, 
the following alert is thrown:  "This version of QuarkXPress cannot be run with this system 
language [4]". (184848) 

 RESOLVED: Image Panning, in content mode, is very slow when you are in zoom level even 
after setting the  AR Preference to Performance. (182552) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing registration color fills (Marks, Slug line), and Export 
as PDF in native output, the registration color and marks are not outputting correctly. (156344) 

 RESOLVED: Colorized Grayscale images in PDF’s are not importing correctly.  (182729) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you drag an item from the Shared Content palette to 
the layout . (191073) 

 RESOLVED:  All slider measurements changed using the mouse are being incremented by 
decimal values. (189999) 

 RESOLVED: The PDF preview in the layout is not being updated when you update a modified 
Vector PDF. (186829) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  If you convert a spot color to a process color, the process color is 
not showing in the Colors palette and the Spot Colors option is still showing as checked. 
(191108) 

 RESOLVED: If you delete a row from a Table, the row is removed from the table, the contents of 
merged rows are deleted but the cell remains merged across remaining rows. (170876) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  The localized string for "Project" is not being displayed in the 
Type field in the Save and Save as dialogs in the French language version. (192838) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to export a project containing drop caps 
applied on multiple text boxes. (184127) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  Document save operations are very slow. (142231) 

Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.2.1 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.2. Note that the following is not an exhaustive list 
of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes if you invoke the Apple script menu when no projects are 
open. (184300) 
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 RESOLVED: If you import any high DPI image (more than 96 dpi), and print to a Non-PS printer, 
the image is output in low resolution.  (171959) 

 RESOLVED: Image is outputting as corrupted in Non-PS Printing if the layout contains a 
blend/image with a transparent background. (179615 

 RESOLVED: Added an orthogonal Line tool in the Tool palette.  (185939) 

 RESOLVED: (Windows only):  All Tabs/Menus  in QuarkXPress 10 are displayed incorrectly 
when machine font and other item magnification is set to a Medium or High (i.e. >100%) value. 
(150702) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  User is unable to create an image export directory and receives 
an error when exporting AppStudio layouts that contain a reference layout slideshow. (187546) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  User is unable to disable the Convert spot inks to process 
option available in the output color setup. The default setting for  Device N, In RIP Separations, 
is always checked, which is incorrect. (169459) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  Output in incorrect for custom output setups. (181104) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress QuickLook filter crashes and no previews images are generated for 
many files. (187088) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when a user copy/cuts an image with the content tool, if the  
images width and height are 14.2” and bigger. (177701) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X (Yosemite) only):  Project view doesn’t change to full screen when you  
click on the green button on top left corner. (185403) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  QuarkXPress Palettes’ behavior is strange when you double click 
the Title Bar to Maximize/Restore/ Window Shade. (182694  

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  QuarkXPress crashes when outputting to a Non-PS printer if the 
project contains grayscale images with None applied as box/picture background and boxes filled 
with blends and the boxes and images are overlapped. (187387) 

Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.2 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.2. Note that the following is not an exhaustive list 
of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): The document scrolling is still affected if the document contains 
high dpi images and complex graphics with vector data. .  (143458) 

 RESOLVED: Rendering intent for an imported image on layout does not display as defined in the 
source color preferences. (148912) 

 RESOLVED: If you apply opacity to a PDF image, the images renders as opaque when it is 
selected with the Item tool or when it is deselected. (154360) 

 RESOLVED: If you have a project containing colorized 1-bit and grayscale images and you apply 
opacity to both the picture foreground and background color, or apply None as the picture or box 
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background color and then output, the project is outputting with incorrect values in Flattened and 
Native PDF. (156958) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF file containing items that have opacity applied, and export as
PDF with the Native option, all items with opacity applied are not being properly output. (158545)

 RESOLVED: Tiff/PSD/PDF images containing spot channel are rendering in the wrong color and
generating the wrong output. (160741)

 RESOLVED: There are known performance issues when you import PDFs with complex vector
data. (164158)

 RESOLVED: Colorized images are outputting with incorrect values when using the Composite
CMYK output setup. (165505)

 RESOLVED: I you import Grayscale images with profiles assigned and the picture box
background is set to None, the images are outputting in all the plates when it should be
outputting in the Black plate only. (166643)

 RESOLVED: The QuarkXPress 10 Open dialog does not allow you select files from
aliases/shortcuts to folders on a network/shared volumes. (167221)

 RESOLVED: If you create a print project in QuarkXPress 8.x or 9.x and import a TIF image that
has a clipping path and alpha and spot channels, when you open that legacy project in 10.1 and
attempt to Export as PDF/PS/EPS and distill, the TIF image will be output incorrectly and you will
receive a PS error. (167307)

 RESOLVED: If you close and reopen a project containing high resolution image, the image will
show in low resolution until you click on the layout or scroll the layout. (168391)

 RESOLVED: If you Export as PDF a project containing Type 1 or Type 1 OTF CID fonts and
then import that PDF into a new project, the PDF is imported as corrupted or blank. If you Export
as PDF the new project, the flattened output is fine but the native output is corrupted. (170662)

 RESOLVED: Images change to low resolution when you apply an alpha mask to them. (170686)

 RESOLVED: Image preview generation in the Import dialog in Column view is much slower than
it was in 9.x. (171199)

 RESOLVED: If you have a project containing an EPS file with two spot colors and a vertical gap
set to 0.2" or above, if you zoom-in on the layout to more than 125%, only one color will render.
The output of the same EPS is fine. (171785)

 RESOLVED: If you have image with an alpha mask applied to it and you enlarge the layout view
size, the image becomes blank (screen rendering only). (171851)

 RESOLVED: Multichannel images are rendering on the layout as inverted on MAC OS X
(rendering is correct in Windows) and exporting as solid black on both platforms. (172014)

 RESOLVED: If you import an image as an Admin user, and then quit and re-launch QuarkXPress
as a standard user, the imported image will be rendered in low resolution.  (172101)

 RESOLVED: If you have a project that has boxes filled with a color (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and
Black), when you Export as PDF the colors are outputting in all the plates. (173519)
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 RESOLVED: If you are logged in with a user name containing Unicode characters, images are
rendering in low res and AR is not working. (174302)

 RESOLVED: Drop shadow applied on a Grayscale image is not outputting correctly in flattening.
(175038)

 RESOLVED: You will be unable to print a document using an Apple Script.  (90092)

 RESOLVED: If you place a rule above/below text, the rule will not flow with text around runaround
objects. (90405)

 RESOLVED: Source setup is not being applied to images on layout and while outputting. (97063)

 RESOLVED: Incorrect text selection if you attempt to select text in a multi column text box if a
runaround causes all of the text in the last column of the box to flow to the next linked box.
(98828)

 RESOLVED: Saving a Legacy 9.x document in 10.x more than doubles its file size even when the
images status is OK. The layout size increase is more significant if the project has many pictures.
(163799)

 RESOLVED: A PDF containing overprint attributes is importing without the overprint and
knocking out in the output. (194546)

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress takes longer to launch on machines connected to slower networks
(like WiFi). (168239)

 RESOLVED: Embedded profiled gray images are rendering blank if the picture back ground color
is set to NONE. (169112)

 RESOLVED: Setting the display monitor to NEC profile results in completely wrong colors.
(172600)

 RESOLVED: Symbols in the PDFs created from Microsoft Office applications are importing and
outputting as junk in native. (172999)

 RESOLVED: Rules flow out of the text box if the box is non-rectangular. (173258)

 RESOLVED: (Windows only): Colors are being rendered incorrectly if a Quark Legacy RGB
profile is used as the monitor DISPLAY profile. (173335)

 RESOLVED: If you have a project containing two layouts, and you split the window vertically to
have them both visible, when you apply an Item Style to a box on the 2nd layout, the view jumps
to the first layout.  (173376)

 RESOLVED: PDF files containing colorized 1 Bit images with None background applied are
importing incorrectly.  (173382)

 RESOLVED: If you are working on the last page of a layout containing multiple pages and you
apply a zoom value causing the page to be off the view, when you View > Fit in Window, the
view will jump to the first page in the layout. (173386)

 RESOLVED: If you Export as EPS in Composite CMYK and Spot setup a project containing
several spot colors and then import that EPS into a new project, only one spot color will be listed
in the output dialogs.  (173506)
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 RESOLVED: 16 Bit images with alpha mask and opacity applied are not outputting correctly in
native output. (173780)

 RESOLVED: An Unable to create PDF error displays when you attempt to export a shared PDF
file containing blends and a soft mask.  (173883)

 RESOLVED: Shadow applied to an item in an imported PDF file exports incorrectly in native
output. (173921)

 RESOLVED: If you open a legacy project containing missing and modified images, the images
are not rendering completely/ correctly and are scaled up. (174345)

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to import any EPS files or open any
projects containing EPS files on Windows 64 bit machines and Mac OS X 10.9.3. (174811)

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): If you search for a word and replace with a different attribute
(color, size, language etc.), any type style attributes applied to the searched word get lost.
(175111)

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when attempting to Undo actions done to duplicated/linked
boxes. (175215)

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Drop shadow is not rendered properly if drop shadow has any
color other than black. (175708)

 RESOLVED: An EPS containing only spot colors mode is reading as RGB and display is also in
RGB. (176044)

 RESOLVED: Text is not imported correctly from and (Adobe application created) PDF if the same
font is downloaded as Type 1 and Type 1 CID. (176434)

 RESOLVED: You are unable to create orthogonal lines in using the SHIFT key. (176570)

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): QuarkXPress crashes if Suitcase Fusion version 5 is enabled.
(176616)

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): QuarkXPress does not launch on Mac Pro machines with a
NVIDIA GTX 780 graphic card. (177326)

 RESOLVED: Revert to specific Revision is enabled even when the project only has a first
revision. (177650)

 RESOLVED: Adaptive Resolution is not working and images are rendering in low resolution for
images with a width and height of 10” or above. (177699)

 RESOLVED: Images are not outputting correctly and a gray colored box is outputting on top of
the images when you attempt to output legacy documents. (177871)

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Items jump around when you click on them and occasionally
QuarkXPress crashes when you open a project or click on items in the project.  (177950)

 RESOLVED: If you use the Hyperlink palette to apply an anchor to text and then create a
hyperlink to that anchor in Reflow View, and export as ePub / Kindle, when you attempt to click
on the hyperlink you will receive an error message that the hyperlink does not exist because the
hyperlink was created with an .html extension instead of an .xhtml.  (179038)
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 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Images are outputting as blank in Native As Is output setup.
(179302)

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Finding and changing content using the Find/Change dialog very
slow. (182615)

 RESOLVED: If you have an XTags file containing 3 or 4 paragraphs with different style sheets
applied and an empty/ blank paragraph with a rule above as the last paragraph, when you import
this XTags file, the empty/blank paragraph is not being imported and so the rule is not being
displayed. (183556)

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing a JPEG file, it is not being rendered correctly..
(179704)

 RESOLVED: When you attempt to Export as PDF (Native PDF with CMYK, Device N, As Is
output setup) a project containing GWG Text softmask and Vector softmask PDF files, you will
receive a PS error. (172434)

 RESOLVED: (Windows only): You are unable to copy and paste items to the library and also
unable to copy, cut and delete items from the library to the layout using shortcuts or the Edit
menu of the library. (176375)

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress will render blank or corrupted images if images are embedded with
Version 4 profile. The output will be corrupted and will experience random crashes when you
attempt to Export to PDF. (172340)

 RESOLVED: If you disable color management preferences for vector images in Preferences >
Color Manager, and select a custom source setup using an RGB color profile, when you import
an RGB mode vector EPS/PDF image the image colors are not being rendered as original,
instead they are being swapped. (103814)

Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.1.1 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.1.1. Note that the following is not an exhaustive 
list of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only) On dual monitor systems, item selection, item creation, text
selection by mouse click, and text box tool single click are not working correctly on the secondary
monitor. (172316)

 RESOLVED: If you import Grayscale images without an assigned profile, the images are
outputting in all the plates when it should be outputting in the Black plate only. (166642)

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF file from a network path and then Export as PDF, the JAWS
files are not getting deleted from the temp directory. (170553)

 RESOLVED: If you Export as PDF in native a project containing a 1 Bit image with None applied
to the picture box background, when you attempt to import that PDF, QuarkXPress crashes.
(170156))

 RESOLVED: If you click on the Cancel button during output, you will not receive a warning and
the output will still being created.  (169875)
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 RESOLVED: If you attempt to print a Book to a printer other than the default printer, the first 
chapter will print to the selected printer, but the subsequent chapter will print to the default printer. 
(166365) 

 RESOLVED: If you have an image that is overlapped by an image in a picture box with none 
color applied, when you double-click this overlapping box, it is the bottom image, not the selected 
image, which is invoked in the Edit Original dialog box. (149739) 

 RESOLVED: If you have layout and book lists, and you click on Edit List for the layout list in the 
List palette, the Edit dialog for the book list is invoked and if you click on the Edit List for the 
book list, the Edit dialog for the layout list is invoked. (171414)  

 RESOLVED: Black color is outputting in all the plates, not just the black plate, in CMYK, Device 
N, and In RIP Separations output setups. (156277)  

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to duplicate a layer containing one or more 
grouped items.  (172313) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress experiences performance issues when loading boxes containing 
slideshow Interactivity. (168245) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to Export as PDF a 
project containing multiple transparent images. (171286) 

 RESOLVED: Guides are not visible when you drag the guides using the ruler, if a second monitor  
becomes the primary monitor and this second monitor has a different resolution than the first 
(higher or lower). (160805) 

 RESOLVED: Glyphs in Brill fonts become un-encoded  when opening a legacy document, 
leaving junk text. (167246) 

 RESOLVED: The file size is increased almost 60% when you resave a legacy document 
containing missing/modified images. (150869) 

 RESOLVED:  QuarkXPress crashes if you attempt to import a legacy PDF file containing certain 
images. (171504) 

 RESOLVED: When you attempt to Export as PDF a project containing a PDF image having an 
image status of “No Access”, you will receive an "Unable to create PDF" alert . (172438) 

 RESOLVED: When you attempt to Export as PDF a project containing a PDF image3, you will 
receive the alert, “The PDF file is damaged”. (172039) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to scale and image down beyond the limits 
(i.e. < 0). (157828) 

 RESOLVED: Book file functions incorrectly if accessed by two users at the same time on cross 
platform through a Network Map drive. (171451) 

 RESOLVED: The leading value is being horizontally applied to a grouped character in a vertical 
story in App Studio output. (170035) 

 RESOLVED: Smart dimensions are being displayed with large font sizes when using a zoom 
scale higher than 300%. (171278) 
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Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.1.0.1 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.1.0.1 Note that the following is not an exhaustive 
list of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: Soft-proofing does not apply to colored items on layout including spot channel of 
images and colorized images. (168088) 

 

 RESOLVED: Non-PS printing is not working. (171079) 

 RESOLVED: If you open a legacy document that contains an image that has been copy/pasted, 
and you invoke the Usage dialog, QuarkXPress crashes. (167602) 

 RESOLVED: Images are not being rendered according to the Display Profile set in Application 
Preferences. (170836) 

 RESOLVED: Box opacity is not applied on German OS. (172082)  

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF into a print project, and you Export/Print as PDF in flattening 
with RGB, CMYK, Device N or InRip Separations output, the output will be blank. If you have 
previously attempted to export a different PDF right before this, than the previously exported PDF 
is being output for this layout. (168939) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes if you repeatedly attempt to scroll through the font list if there 
is a specific combination of East Asian fonts installed. (170308) 

 RESOLVED: If you overlap a picture box containing an image with a box that has opacity applied 
to both the picture and the box, when you output, the image underneath the overlapping box is 
outputting as negative. (171667) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a Photoshop created PDF containing spot color/channel, the spot 
colors are not being added to the color database and are not being listed in the color palette or in 
the color tab of the output dialogs. (155584) 

 RESOLVED: If you attempt to import a PDF containing an embedded profile, and the PDF 
contains a CMYK image, QuarkXPress crashes. If the PDF contains an RGB image, then the 
PDF is being imported as a corrupted image. (164560) 

 RESOLVED: If you apply picture zoom interactivity with Full Screen option to a picture, the 
picture is not scaled to the box on output.  (164548) 

 RESOLVED: If you have an App Studio layout containing a picture box with button interactivity 
(Show Popup action) applied to it that overlaps a scroll zone, the scrollbars overlap the popup on 
the layout.  (164729)  

 RESOLVED: If you have an App Studio layout containing a picture box with button interactivity 
(Show Popup action with a video file as the source) applied to it, when you click on the box the 
video plays but when it finishes, the Play Video button does not appear and you are unable to 
close the popup using the close button. (165031)  

 RESOLVED: If you upload an App Studio layout containing online web content, and you open the 
issue with Wi-Fi off, the online content will not be loaded even after turning the Wi-Fi on.  
(165353)  

 RESOLVED: If you attempt to print to a non-PS printer a project with a blend containing None 
color, you will received an Unable to import Preview error. (150787) 
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Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.1 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.1 Note that the following is not an exhaustive list 
of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: If you output a project containing PDF files with spot colors applied to blends, the

spot colors in the PDF are getting added to the color database but the spot color is not outputting
and converting as process colors in output. (157496)

 RESOLVED: If you open a legacy QuarkXPress project containing 1-bit/grayscale images whose

background is set to None, and export as PDF, you receive a PS error on output. (158234)

 RESOLVED: Spot colors applied to a picture color are outputting as a Process color in flattened

output. (156961)

 RESOLVED: If you Export as PDF a project containing items that have Drop Shadow applied to
them, selecting AsIs color setup and Native Transparency, the drop shadow is not overprinting.
(149988)

 RESOLVED: If you import non RGB mode EPS and PDF images, the image information in the
Import dialog, in the Picture tab on the Modify dialog (Windows) and in the Advanced Image
Control palette will be displayed as RGB. (98830)

 RESOLVED: (Windows only): If you import an Excel chart containing legends and text, the
legends and text will not be imported. (133583)

 RESOLVED: (Windows 7 only): If you attempt to import an Excel file with a chart open on a Win
32-bit system with Excel 2010 install, you will receive an Unable to import chart… error
message. (109105)

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing Roman Glyphs in a vertical story direction, the
glyphs are being output in incorrect positions, they are getting rotated and overlapping each
other. (155279)

 RESOLVED: If you import a an EPS/PDF containing a spot colors applied to blends, the spot
colors are not being added to the color database and are not being listed in the color palette or in
the color tab of the output dialogs. (155205)

 RESOLVED: If you Export as PDF a print project containing a box with Drop Shadow applied to
it, and then import that PDF into a new project, the drop shadow is importing as solid black, and
when you Export as PDF the drop shadow is also exporting as solid black.  (152254)

 RESOLVED: Incorrect image status is being shown after closing and reopening a project several
times and attempting to verity the image status each time.  (163358)

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): If you have a project containing an image that is more than 300
dpi, scale the image to 250% and move the image with the image content tool, the image panning
and layout operations becomes very slow. (150273)RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Raster
Images disappear when you apply any Soft Proof/Proof except Grayscale, Grayscale100k and
Composite RGB setups. (163857)

 RESOLVED: If you have a project containing an image without an embedded profile and you
create a new source setup with a different profile and apply that to the image, when you import
that same image into a new box, the image is not being updated with the new source setup.
(163580)
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 RESOLVED: If you open a saved project containing an image that has been renamed or moved, 
the image preview is rendered as corrupt or blank. (163568) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): The Note for PDF verification under the Native Transparency 
section of the PDF > Transparency tab is being truncated.  (145353) 

 RESOLVED: If you apply Overprint picture trapping to a 1-bit/grayscale image in a picture box 
that is overlapping a solid color box whose fill is set to None, the 1-bit/grayscale image will not be 
output with the applied overprint settings. (97957)  

 RESOLVED: If you create a new source color setup with a custom color profile for images, and 
use that created profile in the source options in Preferences > Color Manager > Source Setup, 
this new source color setup is not being used to render imported  EPS/PDF/DCS/AI/WMF format 
raster and vector images in CMYK mode. Instead these are still being rendered in their original 
colors. (103564) 

 RESOLVED: If you have a project containing an image with opacity applied to it, when you 
attempt to Export as PDF and select ASCII Format in in the Compression tab, QuarkXPress 
crashes. (152859) 

 RESOLVED: If you output a project containing semi opaque PDF images, the images will be 
output as inverted (color inversion) in flattened output. (157984) 

 RESOLVED: If your source setup in your project is QuarkXPress Emulate Legacy and you 
import EPS (Vector/Raster) or any raster RGB images, the images are being rendered 
incorrectly.  (165760) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): The performance with document scrolling is significantly improved 
for most of the scenarios reported by customers in previous 10.x releases. (143458) 

 RESOLVED: If you import an “.ai” file, the text is flipped and when you attempt to do any layout 
operation, QuarkXPress crashes. (153305) 

 RESOLVED: Opening legacy documents in QuarkXPress 10 is up to 16 times slower than 
QuarkXPress 9.5.4 on both Mac and Windows, especially over network volume. (155708) 

 RESOLVED: Adobe CNS 1-6 PDF test files import and export as white/blank in Native PDF.  
(157219) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when importing any QuarkXPress created EPS that contains 
blends and color patches. (163173) 

 RESOLVED: If you attempt to output as PDF in Native PDF a project containing an image that 
has both alpha and spot channel or an image containing spot channels that have been switched 
off in QuarkXPress, you will receive a PS Error: “unable to create PDF”. (163353) 

 RESOLVED: If you attempt to output as PDF a project containing an imported PDF with non-
embedded fonts, you will receive a “PDF damaged” error message and a blank PDF will be 
created. (163380) 

 RESOLVED: If you overlap a 1 Bit image with a box that has opacity applied to it, the overlapping 
object becomes opaque, causing the image underneath to be invisible in flattened output. 
(163617) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF file containing text downloaded as Type 42, when you Export 
as PDF with flattened output, the output is blank. (164543) 
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 RESOLVED: If you create an output color setup using a swapped color profile and import a 
vector PDF file containing blends and solid color items, when you soft proof the output, the blend 
colors update but the colors do not swap as define by the applied color profile. (165311) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you output in flattened output a project containing a 
semi opaque EPS image. (165614) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crash when you import and indexed/4 Bit Gray PICT image. (165617) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF file containing text downloaded as Type 42, QuarkXPress 
crashes. (165637) 

 RESOLVED: If you apply soft proof to a project containing EPS/PDF/LAB mode images the 
image are corrupted and QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to output. (165664) 

 RESOLVED: Background images are being replaced with grey background in html. (166200) 

 RESOLVED: When you apply None color on the box background and some opacity on the 
image, the background images are being replaced with grey background in html. (166319) 

 RESOLVED: Distorted color rendering on layout when some color profiles are used in source 
color setup. (166443) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress produces corrupted output and crashes with legacy projects with 
missing images. (167382) 

 RESOLVED: If you import an image without an embedded color profile (for example a TIFF RGB 
image) and Export as PS, the RGB image gets corrupted in the PDF file. (167671) 

 RESOLVED: (Windows only): QuarkXPress crashes when you import an “.ai” file in a spread 
page. (168292) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you reopen a saved project containing a PDF that has 
Type 3 fonts. (168355) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you select a 16 Bit RGB PSD image placed in a 
QuarkXPress 9.x project while the AI Control palette is open. (168621) 

 RESOLVED: Vector items in an imported PDF file incorrectly color manage and render in 
different color values when you Export as PDF with native transparency in ‘As-Is’ color setup. 
(168829) 

 RESOLVED: If you project contains both a raster PDF and a vector PDF, when you Export as 
PDF with default/flattened settings, the bottom image is either missing or shifted in the output. 
(169067) 

 RESOLVED: if you create two picture boxes, import two vector PDF’s into those boxes and apply 
opacity to the only the first, when you Print with As Is as the output setup, the image with opacity 
applied to it will not output and the other PDF imported second will be output in both boxes. 
(169080) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes on outputting 16 Bit images having spot channels. (169102) 

 RESOLVED: if you import an image having spot channel that has been modified outside of 
QuarkXPress, QuarkXPress crashes. (169255) 
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 RESOLVED: If you open a 9.5.x project containing imported vector PDF’s in QuarkXPress 10.1, 
and Export as PDF, the same PDF is printing in all picture boxes even when different PDFs are 
imported in different picture boxes (169306) 

 RESOLVED: The JAWS temp files are not being deleted after a successful completion of output 
files and the temps files keep accumulating. (169377) 

 RESOLVED: When doing a copy/paste, picture content is getting converted to a static object. 
(169634) 

 RESOLVED: EPS/PDF images imported in QuarkXPress 9.5.x are printing as black in 
QuarkXPress 10.x. (170330) 

 RESOLVED: If you import an EPS containing referenced fonts, when you attempt to print to a 
physical printer or create a PS/PDF files as PS or EPS, the referenced fonts are not being 
downloaded. (170453) 

 RESOLVED:  If you open a project created in Mac OSX on Windows, or open a project created in 
Windows on Mac OS X, all images are rendered in low resolution. (170544) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF file containing many transparent images into a picture box, and 
then manipulate the image (reduce/enlarge etc.), QuarkXPress crashes randomly when resizing 
the picture box. (170635) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress generated EPS having spot color are not being properly color 
managed when outputting in RGB/CMYK mode. (98660) 

 RESOLVED: Incorrect flattening of grayscale images when they are overlapped by shadow or a 
transparent object in all output setups. (117246) 

 RESOLVED: The text alignment in an InDesign created PDF containing non-embedded fonts in a 
distilled PDF is not being retained properly. (133582) 

 RESOLVED: PDF files contains Images and text in master page items are not being rendered on 
all pages.  (152715) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  A PDF file that has a pattern fill applied to text is not rendering 
correctly.  (155215) 

 RESOLVED: Grayscale and 1 Bit Colorized images with spot color are outputting in white color in 
Grayscale and Grayscale 100K output setups. (156726) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF contain Helvetica family fonts downloaded as Type 1 and Type 
1 CID, when you attempt to Print or Export as PDF with a Device N or AsIs output setup 
selected, you will receive a PS error. (161369) 

 RESOLVED: If you switch on/off the layers/channels/paths of a high-resolution image using the 
Advanced Image Control palette, the image preview switches to low-resolution and the adaptive 
resolution is disabled for the image. You must re-import the image to get a high-resolution 
preview. (163625) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a Lab Mode TIFF (8 and 16 Bit), and output, selecting the AsIs output 
setup, the images are outputting in RGB Mode. (164656) 

 RESOLVED: 1 Bit colorized images with None picture background applied to it gets flattened if 
the there is a color applied to the picture box. (164739) 
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 RESOLVED:  6 Bit Grayscale and RGB images are outputting as blank in default (flattened) 
output. (165709) 

 RESOLVED:  QuarkXPress crashes when you update multiple missing or modified images using 
the Usage Dialog, if the document has many pictures. (168392) 

 RESOLVED: PDF’s containing blends (shading patterns) are not importing correctly.  (168937) 

 RESOLVED: (Windows only):  Shadow applied to objects in PDF are visible even after cropping 
the imported PDF image (screen rendering issue). (170580) 

 RESOLVED: Images overlay is not rendering properly when importing into QuarkXPress (screen 
rendering issue). (170595) 

 RESOLVED:  A PNG image (of text box with white color content) exported using Image Export 
XT shows black anti-aliasing around the text. (164956) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when opening a CMYK + Alpha Channel PSD file. (165793) 

 RESOLVED:  Color rendering of a separation space with an alternate space of ICCProfile that 
itself has an alternate space, is incorrect. (165795) 

 RESOLVED:  Spot Color is not outputting correctly on output with custom output setups. 
(171681) 

 RESOLVED:  The EPS image preview renders the image as blank or corrupted on the layout 
after re-opening the project. (170174) 

Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.0.2 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.0.2 Note that the following is not an exhaustive 
list of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X 10.9 only): Auto Save is not working on Mac OS X 10.9.  (162450)  

 RESOLVED: If you enable the Color Manage CMYK Sources to CMYK Destination option for 
the selected source setup, and import a vector AI/PDF format CMYK image on a layout with an 
embedded color profile, when you output, all solid colors in the image are outputting as Cyan. 
(103914) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): if you import a PSD image containing layers, it takes a long time to 
refresh the image when clicking on the visibility icon in the Advanced Image Control palette. 
(151063)  

 RESOLVED: Blends with spot color and transparency are not outputting correctly in flattened 

output. (157180) )  

 RESOLVED: Exported EPS/PS/PDF files sizes are much larger than the same files exported 
from legacy QuarkXPress. (100500) 

 RESOLVED: If you have a print or ePUB layout with vertical story direction and apply Rubi to 
some of the text, when you export as ePUB in Kinoppy, Espur, IBooks and many others, the page 
order doesn’t become to “right to left” and the Rubi text does not display in Kinoppy. (105176) 

 RESOLVED: Several items in PDF, including pattern fill, do not render properly. (135132, 
148423) 
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 RESOLVED: Drop shadow are showing as solid black when you apply a Grayscale/100 K proof 
output setup to a project containing drop shadows.  (151277) 

 RESOLVED: Registration marks placed on different layers are not rendering properly. (152720) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  Importing of images is very slow. (153037) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  PDF creation with compression settings is much slower than in 
previous versions.  (153097) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Save as EPS of a document containing CMYK images with 5 
Alpha channels + 4 layers + 4 paths is much slower than in previous versions. (153098) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  QuarkXPress crashes or takes a long time to generate a preview 
of a complex Illustrator 9.0 file in the Import dialog box.  (153480) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  Printing to PS is much slower than in previous versions. (153487) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Scaling 250% of an imported image is much slower than in 
previous versions.  (153756)  

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Applying a skew of 45º to an imported image is much slower than 
in previous versions.  (153759) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Applying drop shadow with some attributes is much slower than in 
previous versions. (154227) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): If you attempt to Export as ePUB and then Export as Kindle a 
project with the same name in the same location, you will not receive an alert. (156140) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes randomly when outputting a PDF with the Native 
Transparency option enabled. (157228)  

 RESOLVED: (Windows only): If you have a project containing any high-res image with a 50 MB 
file size or any EPS/PDF files containing text and images, when you attempt to scale (zoom-in) 
using the keyboard shortcut (Ctrlo+Space Bar) 3 times, QuarkXPress crashes on the third time. 
(157875) 

 RESOLVED: When you attempt to drag and drop a picture or text onto a document, there is a 
delay after the picture or text is dropped before it appears in the document. (158072) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): If you attempt to Export as PDF/PS with Native selected a project 
containing a PDF with an Optima Regular TTF font embedded, QuarkXPress crashes. (158113) 

 RESOLVED: Performance degradation occurs while image panning/scrolling, rotating image and 
scrolling layout pages for an imported high resolution EPS/PDF images and complex EPS/PDF 
files. (159644) 

 RESOLVED: All glyphs containing embedded type 1 fonts do not render properly and are not 
positioned correctly. (159739)  

 RESOLVED: (Windows only): Moving a box using the arrow keys is much slower than in previous 
versions. (160317) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): If you import XTags files with the Interpret XPress Tags option 
selected, extra empty lines and/or blank paragraphs get inserted in between the text.  (160468) 
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 RESOLVED: (Windows only): If you import PDF files containing TT fonts, QuarkXPress hangs. 
(160473) 

 RESOLVED: Color blends in EPS//DCS format raster and vector images are not being color 
managed when being output when a swapped CMY color profile is used in the source or output 
color setup. (160631) 

  RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when you attempt to import a PDF containing a Type 1 CID 
font. (160836) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X  only): If you open a document containing a missing font, replace that 
font and Save as Rule, the Replacement Font column in the Font Mapping dialog is not visible 
and the Original Font column is not resizable. (160930) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  If you create a guide, changing the color to the last available 
color and you then delete several colors using the Edit Colors palette, QuarkXPress hangs and 
then crashes. (161387) 

 RESOLVED:  QuarkXPress crashes when CZ is added as a component in the Reflow Tagging 
palette. (161983)  

 RESOLVED: The second time that you scroll a project is much slower than in previous versions. 
(162983) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  The shortcut for inserting the inch mark is not working.  (163401) 

Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.0.1 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.0.1 Note that the following is not an exhaustive 
list of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): Many Postscript Type 1 fonts are not loading properly in 
QuarkXPress.  (158578)  

 RESOLVED: If you output a project and select Centered mode with a minimum Length (4.939 
mm) on the Marks tab of the Print dialog, there is a visible white gap after the registration marks. 
(147376) 

 RESOLVED: The inline input indicator for unconfirmed Japanese text is being overlapped by the 
candidate list when a user selects either ATOK Japanese IME or Google Japanese Input IME. 
(147665) 

 RESOLVED Performance issues are possible when working with projects containing 1-bit EPS/ 
PDF images. (149636)  

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): An AI image imported to an App Studio layout does not render 
properly on the Mac. (151308) 

 RESOLVED: Pantone colors of imported multi-channel images are being mapped to RGB black, 
resulting in the spot colors being imported as black. If you attempt to export a project containing a 
multi-channel PSD image, you will receive an Unable to create PDF error message. (154215) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing transparent images into a picture box, all transparent 
items are not rendering properly. If you then export the project as PDF with the Native 
Transparency option, the transparent items are not outputting correctly. (155880) 
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 RESOLVED: Suite 9 Font Support has output issues. (156518) 

 RESOLVED: If you export as Native PDF a project containing picture boxes with CMYK colors 
applied to them, import that PDF into a picture box of a new project, and then export this project 
as Native PDF, the colors in this PDF will not output correctly. (156702) 

 RESOLVED: Key board commands do not work properly when using a Dvorak- Qwerty Cmd 
IME. (157997)  

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress 10 crashes while creating a new project or opening an existing project 
if the Apple Cinema HD display profile is present. (158043)  

 RESOLVED: Palettes/palette group positions are not remembered when re-launching 

QuarkXPress if any palettes/palette groups were placed on a 2nd monitor. (158096) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF file containing any Type 3 fonts, the PDF will render as blank. 
(158112) )  

 RESOLVED: If you export a project containing an item that has a drop shadow with spot colors 
applied to it, the sport color shadow is outputting as a process color in native PDF. (158242) 

 RESOLVED: Image panning is slow and jerky when an image is scaled in the layout.  (158411) 

 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): In a non EA configuration, the To Page and Pasteboard options 
in the Show Grid in Display settings in the Master Guides and Grid dialog are not working. 
(158838)  

 RESOLVED: If you have a project containing a text box with Drop Cap and justified alignment 
applied to the text within, the text in the first line overflows the box on the right end. (74341) 

 RESOLVED: The user is unable to delete guides by dragging them to the ruler. Guides are also 
being incorrectly added to the layout when the user clicks on the ruler. (96925) 

 RESOLVED: All RGB/Indexed images that have an embedded source color profile are not being 
rendered using that embedded source color profile. (122329) 

 RESOLVED: Image preview renders high resolution images in low resolution when layout view or 
image scale is reduced. (127960) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  If you apply any dark color to a box, the blink caret color does not 
change.  (130816) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a native PDF containing a vector image, the PDF will be imported as 
blank. If you attempt to export to PDF as Native, it will export as raster date. If you attempt to 
export to PDF as Native, it will export as raster date. (149643) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress will randomly crash when using the usage dialog to update missing 
images.  (151370) 

 RESOLVED: If you import images using the Picture Content tool, the images are being 
rendered in low resolution. (151570) 

 RESOLVED: If have a project containing an image PDF file created with the Native option, and 
you attempt to export as PDF, selecting to Export Transparency Natively, objects in the original 
PDF are not being output properly.  (152233) 
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 RESOLVED: (Windows only):  If you add objects to a new library and give labels to these objects, 
these labeled objects are not being displayed under the Label menu. (152446) 

 RESOLVED: If you are working in a layout containing many images, typing, selecting objects and 
navigation become very slow.  (152850)  

 RESOLVED: When attempting to move a picture around in a picture box, you will experience a 
performance issue, there will be a significant lag. (153302) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF and change the bounding box in the import dialog, the 
dimension is not changing in the Import dialog. The dimension is showing correctly in the Usage 
dialog. (154442) 

 RESOLVED: If you select a PS/Non PS printer and enable the Fit Print Area option in the Print 
dialog, when you print, the page is printed at the top left, scaled incorrectly and the printable area 
is cropped at all sides. (154452) 

 RESOLVED: If you print a project with Native Transparency to Adobe PDF, selecting Composite 
CMYK and Spot on the Print dialog, the output in both the preview and the PDF is incorrect. 
(154479)  

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing a pattern fill created in CorelDraw, into a project, in 
the preview the PDF file is rendered as a black color patch. (154514) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing a Type 3 Vector or a Type 3 Bitmap font, into a 
picture box, when you Export as PDF with the Native Transparency option selected, the Type 3 
Vector and Type 3 Bitmap fonts are outputting as junk. (154931) 

 RESOLVED: (German/European Languages only): If you change the regional settings to use 
German Number Formats (decimal is swapped with a comma), and import an .xsl or .xlsx file to a 
table, the regional setting is not being applied to the text in the imported table. (154993) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing TT fonts into a project, when you attempt to Export 
as PDF, you receive an Unable to Create PDF error and a PS error log file will be generated. 
(155193) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): If you create a project and invoke the Job Jackets Manager and 
select a Jacket > External Resources > New Item to create an external resource, when you 
later the select the project active ticket, you will be unable to make the external resource as In 
Ticket until you expand the external resources. (155341)  

 RESOLVED: If you Export as PDF with Native Transparency, selecting Composite CMYK and 
Spot on the Print dialog, check marks with overprint attributes are not visible in the output. 
(155394) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): If you import different pages of the same PDF file into different 
picture boxes in a project and save that project to a network location as a QuarkXPress 9.1 
project, when you open that project all pages are shown as Page 1 in preview.  Clicking the 
layout updates all page previews automatically.  (155527) 

 RESOLVED: If you repeatedly generate a PDF, the generation fails after sometime. (155641) 

 RESOLVED: When you have a print project containing an RGB image and enable the Access to 
Picture Profiles in the color manager preferences, when you invoke the Profile Information 
palette and change to a custom profile, the profile is not being applied and the images are not 
outputting correctly. (156213) 
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 RESOLVED: If you create a print layout and you drag a page while in thumbnail preview, multiple 
page marques become visible. (156304) 

 RESOLVED: If you create a print layout and split the layout vertically or horizontally, when you 
resize the split view by holding the split bar for a moment, the split bar marque becomes hidden. 
(156305) 

 RESOLVED: If you use the Finder to select any text or picture file, and attempt to drag that file 
into an existing project and drop it onto an existing text or picture box, the existing box does not 
become highlighted. (156306) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF text that has a spot color applied to it, it is not being imported 
properly with the original tint and is not shown correctly on output. (156317) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  Some box images are replacing other text/picture boxes when 
the project is uploaded to the App Studio Portal. (156364)  

 RESOLVED: If you import certain PDF files into a picture box, when you Export as PDF in Native 
PDF, all black color text is outputting as white. (156503) 

 RESOLVED: If you attempt to import certain PDF files in a QuarkXPress project, QuarkXPress 
crashes.  (157107) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing gray dotted lines and frames, these are rendering as 
solid black lines during preview. (157149)  

 RESOLVED: Migrate off screen context creation of Picture content, rotate box, Doc view dragger, 
to visible bounding rectangle. (157183) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X (Mavericks) only): You are unable to launch QuarkXPress on Mavericks 
if you installed with a QLA Val code. (157220) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X (Mavericks) only): If you are using a system with dual monitors and 
create a project on the first monitor, if you move the project window to the second monitor and 
attempt to invoke any dialog or palette using the menu bar on the second monitor, all dialogs and 
palettes will still be opened on the first monitor. (157353) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when importing images. (157720)  

 RESOLVED: (must have the MemoryTextImport sample XTension installed :) If you have a text 
box containing a variety of styles of text, and choose Convert to XPress Tags, from Utilities > 
MemoryTextImport Sample and then choose Convert to WYSIGYG, the text in the box is not 
converted back into its WYSIGYG equivalent but is instead converted to no text and the text box 
becomes empty.  (157815) 

 RESOLVED: You will receive an Unable to Create PDF error when attempting to output a project 
containing any item with drop shadow applied to it. (157819) 

 RESOLVED: If you have a project containing images that are in a modified state, when you 
Export as PDF, the generated PDF contains blank images.  (157831) 

 RESOLVED: If you open a QuarkXPress 9 project in QuarkXPress 10, any text in the font Skia is 
being changed to Hoefler Text Black. (157861) 

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes when attempting to import any multichannel PSD images. 
(157891)  
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 RESOLVED: (Windows only):  You receive the following error when attempting to launch 
QuarkXPress: quarkXPress.exe was unable to start correct 0xc0000142. click okay to close 
the application. (158071) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing Type 42 and TTF CID fonts, when you Export as 
PDF in Native, the Type 42 and TTF CID fonts will be converted into Type 1 and Type 0 fonts and 
you will have text spacing issues in the output. (158101)  

 RESOLVED: If you embed a custom color profile with any grayscale image using Photoshop and 
save with that profile, when you import that file into a QuarkXPress project, the image will be 
rendered in red during preview. (158110) 

 RESOLVED: (Windows only):  Items added to the library are not being retained after closing and 
reopening the library. (158183) 

 RESOLVED: If you have a project containing any item with drop shadow applied to it, when you 
attempt to Export as PDF in As Is output setup with the Native option enabled, QuarkXPress 
crashes. (158239) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  QuarkXPress crashes on launch when certain custom fonts are 
installed on the system. (157812, 158245) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only):  QuarkXPress crashes when attempting to import any Tiff and 
PSD images containing spot colors/channels. (158570) 

 RESOLVED: Incorrect Korean strings have been corrected. (159206)  

 RESOLVED: The width of the Color palette has been reduced. (159207) 

 RESOLVED Multichannel PSD image preview does not render (or renders incorrectly) on layout if 
an image is selected with content tool and the Advanced Image Control palette is used to switch 
off any channel. (159262) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF file containing a PS pattern fill, when you Export as PDF with 
the Native option, the PS pattern fills are outputting as color patch. (159342) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X (Mavericks) only): QuarkXPress is randomly crashing when the Print 
dialog in invoked. (159389) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF containing objects with soft-masks, when you Export to PDF in 
Native transparency using a Grayscale color setup, the objects are either missing or do not 
render properly. (159395)  

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): QuarkXPress hangs when attempting to import large (more than 
350 MB) TIFF images. (159518) 

 RESOLVED: Multichannel PSD images are taking a long time to output (up to 22 minutes on 
Windows and 7 minutes on Mac OS), and are being output as a black patch. (159533) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X (Mavericks) only): If you are using a system with dual monitors, and you 
have two projects open, one on each monitor, both project windows are moved to the current 
active monitor when the dock position is changed or you Auto Hide dock. (159693) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): QuarkXPress crashes if you change the angle for Composite or 
Separations in the Print dialog/output style. (159728) 
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 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): The mouse handler is not being released after dragging an item 
from one project to another. The project scrolls when you hover the mouse over the scroll bars. 
(159809)  

 RESOLVED: QR Code is not being generated as a Bitmap image. (159964) 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF, sometimes the text and outlines are not being displayed 
correctly. (160112, 160117) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X (Mavericks) only):  If you are using a system with dual monitors, and 
you have a project open on the first monitor and attempt to open a different project on the second 
monitor, the project open on the first monitor will shift to the second monitor and is automatically 
snapped to the panel managers. (160130) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X (Mavericks) only):  If you are using a system with dual monitors, and the 
QuarkXPress menu bar is available on both monitors, if you invoke the Save Palette Set As 
dialog on the second monitor, the dialog is incorrectly invoked in between the 2 monitors. 
(160291)  

 RESOLVED: Images containing clipping paths are being incorrectly rendered when selected with 
the content tool. (160457) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X (Mavericks) only): If you are using a system with dual monitors, and the 
QuarkXPress menu bar is available on both monitors, the Missing Font dialog, the document 
progression bar, the Preferences Mismatch alert, the Missing Profile alert, and the Missing XT 
alert are all displayed on first monitor when opening a project on the second monitor. (160564) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): The change story direction shortcut (Cmd+Option+Shift+T) is 
not working on the first attempt, must press twice. (Plus and East Asian editions only). (160611) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X (Mavericks) only): Some keyboard modifiers for text selection and text 
navigation are not working if Position Lock is applied. (160693) 

Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.0.0.2 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.0.0.2 Note that the following is not an exhaustive 
list of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: If you import a PDF file containing EA Glyphs arranged in a vertical story direction, 
the text position will be incorrect in the layout and if you then export as PDF with the Native PDF 
option, the text position will also be incorrect in the output. (155620) 

 RESOLVED: Scaling values specified in the Print dialog are also honored when doing an Export 
as PDF. (152727) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): The Paragraph and Character tabs of the Preferences dialog 
are not properly localized in the German UI. (155381) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): The leading field values in Home tab of the Measurements palette 
cuts off the unit value if the unit is changed to something other than what was set in the 
preferences. (157502) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): QuarkXPress 10 Crashes while launching if the Caslon Antique 
font is active. (157821) 
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 RESOLVED: If you select Revert All Channels from the Advanced Image Control palette, the 
alpha/primary channels of an image are incorrectly added as spot colors in the Color palette. 
(138319) 

 RESOLVED: If you apply opacity or None color to either a picture or a picture background, the 
image on preview and output becomes blank. (147330) 

 RESOLVED: If you check Enable Access to Picture Profiles in the Application preferences, 
import a CMYK image, apply a profile, change the rendering intent from the profile information 
palette, and import an RGB image to the same box, the preview will be corrupted on import and 
will crash on export. (150117) 

 RESOLVED: If you change the image background of a colorable image to be semi opaque, the 
box will show blank. (153814) 

 RESOLVED: Random crashes occur on QuarkXPress 10 when re-opening some projects after 
saving a copy. (154203) 

 RESOLVED: If your project contain several PDF images and you manipulate them by enlarging 
and reducing them, QuarkXPress will hang when you attempt to output the project. (154327) 

 RESOLVED: If you create a new multi-ink color with CMYK values of 100%, the color is rendering 
as white. (154538) 

 RESOLVED: If you create a new spot color, apply drop shadow to a box using that new color and 
export as PDF, selecting Native and Device N or AsIs, and selecting InRIP Separation output 
setup during output, and export PDF as PS, you will get a PS Error. (155137) 

 RESOLVED If you attempt to update a modified layered PSD image containing a spot channel, 
QuarkXPress crashes. (155561) 

 RESOLVED: Under certain conditions WMF code passes through the 
CoreGraphicsProcs::DrawTextOnConnectionSpace and aggregates Global Font Broker to 
connection Space. (156519) 

Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 10.0.0.1 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 10.0.0.1 Note that the following is not an exhaustive 
list of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): All Cursors become very light and are hardly visible when any tool 
is selected in QXP on MacBook Air running Mac OS 10.8.4. (150331) 

 RESOLVED: Palette size and position is not restored when closing and re-opening the HTML5 
and the App Studio Publishing palettes. (118778) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): If you have an App Studio layout containing a box with text and 
both the box and its contents go outside of the boundaries of the page, when you upload the 
project, view on an iPad and attempt to scroll vertically anywhere on the page, the full page starts 
scrolling. (123420) 

 RESOLVED: The items in the HTML5 Object Name drop-down are NOT sorted alphabetically 
which makes applying actions very difficult. (123886) 
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 RESOLVED: Deleting the last (remaining) slide from a HTML5 slideshow does not remove the 
image from the picture box. (123939) 

 RESOLVED: If you apply rotation to pictures with Animate Pan and Zoom enabled and then 
upload the project, the image is not exported correctly, and the image picture origin/offsets will 
not be correct. (123970) 

 RESOLVED: Show Pop-up is not translated correctly in the HTML5 palette in Japanese UI. 
(124171) 

 RESOLVED: If you export an App Studio project that contains text that has an anchor applied, no 
content in the document after the text with anchor will be exported. (124990) 

 RESOLVED: HTML tags are being found when searching text in uploaded App Studio projects. 
(i.e. “Script”)  (125048) 

 RESOLVED: If you have an App Studio layout containing text with characters that should be 
encoded in HTML, the HTML exported during App Studio Publishing upload is invalid, entities in 
native text are not encoded. (125106) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): When attempting to select a slide to add to a slideshow you will 
not be able to select an asset in the HTML5 palette if it contains a forward slash "/" as the last 
character of the asset name. (131875) 

 RESOLVED: (Mac OS X only): An asset’s name will not be shown in the HTML5 palette if the 
asset name contains the percentage "%" character. (131881) 

 RESOLVED: In an App Studio project, the close button will not be visible on a popup and you will 
be unable to close a pop-up if the source=File and the width is more than the screen width. 
(132046) 
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